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The Van Heutsz Monument in Batavia on the day of its unveiling ceremony in August 1932, covered in wreathes 

from its admirers. 
 
The event and the monument are both long lost to history now, but for elites in both 

the Netherlands and the Netherlands Indies attempting to navigate the tumultuous interwar era, 
the long-awaited unveiling of the Van Heutsz memorial in the center of the colonial capital of 
Batavia in August 1932 was nothing less than a beacon of light.  The former Lt. General and 
Governor-General J.B. van Heutsz (b. 1851), renowned as the “pacifier” of the unruly 
province of Aceh, had died in 1924, and plans for a monument had been under discussion 
ever since.  Donors had contributed a great sum of some 129,000 guilders for the Batavia 
monument’s construction, supplemented by another 7,000 from the city government.  The 
winning design, conceived in the Netherlands, had been stunningly executed by Indonesian 
craftsmen.  As Van Heustz’s successor Governor-General J.C. De Jonge now revealed the 
monument to the public for the first time, a great crowd of dignitaries and onlookers marveled 
at its immense and imposing stonework and the unmistakable message of imperial power that 
it projected.2  The figure of Van Heutsz, his eyes and rigid body both facing firmly forward 
towards the horizon, stood high on a central pedestal from which emerged, far below and 
before him, a well-ordered mass of “natives” driven forward by Dutch colonial troops. A 
great elephant stood in their midst, a “native” guide perched atop him, suggesting the opening 
of a way through hitherto impenetrable jungle. Other half-naked Indonesians emerged in a 
relief to Van Heutsz’ side, somewhat higher up but still well beneath him, bearing the fruits of 
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their manual labors on their shoulders. Below van Heutsz’ name and dates in office (1904-
1909) it read, “He Created Order, Peace, and Prosperity, and Unified the Peoples of the 
Netherlands Indies into One.”  
 

 
A close-up of the Batavia monument viewed from the front right 

 
In a commemoration speech proudly amplified through great loudspeakers that could 

be “seen from afar,” and relayed live to both of the new radio channels in the European 
mother country more than 10,000 km distant, De Jonge said of his forerunner Van Heutsz, “he 
laid a milestone.”  Echoing the grand words carved into the monument, he continued, “more 
than ever before, he executed policies that aimed for prosperity, happiness, and development 
of the land and its people.  It is right,” he proclaimed, “that he is called an ‘Empire builder.’ 
But nevertheless, we must also acknowledge that he was a ‘home builder’—builder of the 
home of the Indies’ society that we now inhabit.” 

For all such idolization in posthumous retrospect, in his own times, Van Heutsz’ term 
in office as Governor-General had been adjudged merely middling.  His retirement had even 
been hastened by scandal after news emerged that Van Dalen, the military governor whom 
Van Heutsz had appointed as his successor in Aceh with orders to stamp out all remaining 



“native” resistance, had followed his strategy of “complete surrender or complete death” to 
the letter.  Van Heutsz’s own decade-long counter-guerilla war had been ruthless too, with 
Acehnese casualties in the tens of thousands and the imposition of martial law in the villages, 
but his ultimate “success” where so many others had failed had brought accolades in 
metropole and colony, paving the way to his Governor-Generalship and a knighthood.  
Popular too was his subsequent success in compelling all remaining “native” leader holdouts 
in the outer islands to submit unconditionally to Dutch rule—including those of the long-
resistant island of Bali, some of whom committed mass suicide by walking into Dutch bullets 
rather than surrender.  But not all Dutch, let alone all Indonesians, were equally enamored of 
Van Heutsz’ uncompromising tactics.  Progressives called for an “ethical policy” towards the 
natives that properly reflected the Dutch civilizing mission and its humane Christian values.  
As Governor General, Van Heutsz sought to answer such calls by instituting a system of 
village schools, albeit catering to conservatives too by insisting that the villagers pay for them 
themselves.   

 

 
The painting “A Tribute from the Colonies” adorns the “Golden Coach,” a gift to queen Wilhelmina 

from the city of Amsterdam upon her coronation in 1898 which is still in official use today.  It depicts contented 
black coolies humbly offering the fruits of their labors to the queen and her assistants clad in ancient Greek 

attire.  A child among them gratefully receives a book in return. To the right (symbolizing the east of the Empire), 
the queen is greeted by more formally-dressed and reservedly respectful members of the Indonesian aristocracy. 

Indonesian coolies bow lower behind them. Few visual images are so direct in their representation of the 
“civilizing mission” of Dutch colonialism–and its hierarchies. 

 
But as news of Van Dalen’s atrocities in Aceh trickled into the home country, including the 
mass murder of hundreds of men, women, and children in the village of Kuta Reh, Van 
Heutsz’s reputation suffered; his subsequent refusal to respond to a parliamentary inquiry into 
the matter, and Van Dalen’s insistence that he had only been following orders, did little to 
help.    



 
Victims of the slaughter at the Acehnese village of Kuta Reh, 1904  

 
Van Heutsz had thus retired to little fanfare in 1909.  But for the Dutch, the 

intervening years had seen the rise of a variety of unsettling new developments and social 
forces that increasingly challenged the certainties of the old order he represented.  The 
interwar era was a time of increasingly confounding contradictions:  Dutch businesses had 
profited handsomely from Holland’s neutral position in the Great War, but suffered heavily 
along with the rest of Europe in the unprecedentedly unstable economic climate that followed.  
Much of the rest of Europe had meanwhile experienced a catastrophic war whose barbarism 
called into question not only the legitimacy of the old order, but the very foundations of 
Western civilization itself.  Modernity still retained great promise:  Dramatic technological 
advances, expanding educational opportunities, industrial expansion, mass media and mass 
production heralded improvements for the masses and opportunity for the expanding middle 
classes.  The Great War itself had been fought in the name of democracy, progress and 
freedom.  But in practice, liberal capitalism and its industrial advances only seemed to be 
concentrating wealth and power in fewer and fewer hands, with parliamentary democracy 
divided and doing little in response.  Traditional social hierarchies were slow to yield power 
to the increasingly ambitious masses and middle classes, and social playing fields remained 
steeply skewed.  The resultant social tensions, amplified by a Soviet revolution in Russia and 
attempted ones closer to home, prompted deep alarm among established elites, energized the 
left, stirred a backlash on the right, and left many in-between yearning for the imagined 
stability and social harmony of old. Dutch elites watched with alarm as the socialists made 
increasing postwar inroads into the newly empowered mass electorate (all adult men gained 
the right to vote in in 1917, all women in 1919).  Then came the Great Depression. 

It was precisely in these times of unprecedented crisis that Dutch, British, French, and 
Belgian eyes turned to their empires as a rock of support, a source of prosperity, and a field of 
old-fashioned opportunity.  By the same token, the situation also prompted other Europeans 
less imperially endowed to yearn for their own piece of the world more than ever.  A new 
land-lust, and where possible land-grabbing, were the order of the day, and the losers in the 



postwar games of redrawn boundaries nursed particularly deep resentments.  Above all the 
Germans—who had not only lost the war but also much control over their economy, their 
international standing, their overseas empire and a sizeable part of their European territory—
seethed over the inequity of it all.  Italians too, who had been among the war’s winners but 
gained little in terms of international respect or territorial spoils, were also among those 
feeling particularly wronged, and imperially entitled.  Such sentiments helped open these 
societies, but also others, to the dangerous appeals of angry leaders who promised to bring 
order to the chaos and revitalize the nation through aggressive expansion and 
uncompromising confrontation with internal and external enemies alike. 

To make matters worse, just when Europeans felt they needed it most, Empire itself 
seemed to be standing on increasingly unsteady global ground.  In their hour of need during 
the Great War, the Western powers had turned to their imperial subjects in Asia and Africa for 
support, and many of these had returned home from the battlefield with the expectation of 
something in return.  A sophisticated, well-organized anti-colonial movement in British India 
forged connections and inspired hope and movements elsewhere.  Newly aggressive labor 
movements in the Western metropoles, along with a Soviet Union eager to export workers’ 
revolution, further encouraged them.  A Western wartime pledge to uphold “the right of 
national self-determination,” while actually intended for the limited aim of securing of central 
European loyalties in the face of the combined competitors to the east—the Austro-Hungarian 
empire and the Soviet Union—fired the hopes of the colonially oppressed across the globe, 
inspiring a major anti-colonial demonstration Korea, for example, in March 1919.  China 
followed with its own May 4th movement two months later, this time raising concerns not 
only among the imperial Japanese, but also among Western states and businesses long used to 
having their imperial way there—as elsewhere. 

The 1910s and 20s also saw the emergence of an increasingly assertive anti-colonial 
nationalist movement in the Netherlands Indies, albeit on a smaller scale than in India, Korea 
or China.  As in many other places, it began first as a limited, elite movement for reform 
within the colonial framework, led by local “native” administrators who called on the Dutch 
rulers to live up to their “ethical policy” promises.  At first the movement even found support 
from some progressive Dutch quarters.  Among them were followers of Theosophy, a 
mystical religious-philosophical movement that had started in late 19th century British India 
but had its largest following in the 1900s-1910s among the reform-minded of the Netherlands-
Indies. Taking inspiration from Indian philosopher Rabindranath Tagore among others, the 
Theosophists looked to the ancient moral and spiritual wisdom of “the East” (as contained in 
texts such as the Bhagavad Gita) as a means of rejuvenating what they saw as a materially, 
technologically and civilizationally superior but morally corrupted modern West.  For all their 
missionary idealism, however, such Indonesian reform advocates and their Dutch 
sympathizers were viewed largely as upstart troublemakers by colonial state and business 
elites, local profiteers, and the like.  At any rate, so long as the first, second, and third priority 
of Dutch colonial policy remained the preservation of Dutch privileges and profits, such 
reform initiatives could not but result in disappointment. 

The People’s Council (Volksraad), established in the name of greater local autonomy 
in 1918, was a classic example of such thwarted ambitions: even though 50% of its non-Dutch 
membership included a sizeable number of loyal, elite Indonesian civil servants either hand-
picked by the Governor-General or chosen by a very limited, exclusive elite electorate, it was 
granted merely advisory powers.   As one of the few Indonesians lucky enough to attend an 
elite Dutch high school in Batavia in the same period, future Indonesian nationalist leader 
Achmad Subardjo was shocked to read Dutch criticisms of the “ethical policy” in the local 
press, including one letter to the editor arguing that “on the subject of native uplift, the natives 
can only be ‘uplifted’ so high as a scaffold.”  “The more I read the Dutch newspapers,” he 



later recalled, “the more I became convinced of the truth of Rudyard Kipling’s famous phrase, 
‘East is East and West is West, never the Twain shall meet....’” 3 

As the Dutch colonial administration expanded, limited but nevertheless greater 
numbers of Indonesians like Subardjo were gaining access to secondary and even higher 
education.  A handful of the best and brightest of these even got the chance to attend 
university in the Dutch mother country, and were pleasantly surprised to find there not only a 
much freer atmosphere to discuss the fate of what they increasingly saw as their own nation, 
but also allies among some local Dutch progressives (it was among such a student group that 
the political use of the term “Indonesia” first appeared in 1922).  Yet back in the colony, such 
“natives” below the highest reaches of the nobility found neither the positions nor the respect 
to match their expanding aspirations and talents.  As popular frustration mounted and 
powerful new critical perspectives on colonialism percolated, the social standing of the 
traditional “native” elites, already badly undermined through their history of subservience to 
the Dutch, underwent further decline, and the leading role in what was evolving into an 
increasingly confrontational anti-colonial movement was assumed by more impatient men 
from a bit lower down the social ladder.  With Comintern backing, some of the more radical 
among them even formed a small communist party and led small, ill-fated uprisings in the 
1920s.  The mainstream leadership remained more cautious, calling for national independence 
and an end to imperialist and capitalist exploitation, but not necessarily for social revolution.  
But the Dutch rulers had little time or interest in such distinctions:  from their perspective, all 
such “native” nationalist pretenders posed an equal threat to the Empire.  Even more alarming 
was the parallel rise of nationalism among Islamic leaders, traditionally seen as the prime 
potential political threat to Dutch colonial hegemony, in Aceh as elsewhere. This too was 
inspired by international trends, particularly through Indonesian contacts and exchanges with 
anti-colonial nationalist comrades in the Middle East. 

It is within this unprecedentedly tumultuous interwar context in both metropole and 
colony that the elite outpouring of a sense of loss and longing at the death of the imperial 
strong man Van Heutsz should be framed.  Indeed, the sentiment was empire-wide: the 
monument in Batavia followed a metropolitan precedent.  Upon Van Heutsz’ death in 1924, 
immense private sums had been contributed for an imposingly martial burial monument in the 
Nieuw Ooster graveyard in Amsterdam’s southeast, its entrance flanked by two supremely 
muscular, larger-than-life Viking warriors.  Van Heutsz’ reburial there in 1927 was conducted 
with the full honors of a state funeral—and he remains until today the only non-royal family 
member ever to have received such an honor.  Those in attendance included an honor guard of 
the KNIL—the colonial militia that Van Heutsz had commanded—including, as in Van 
Heutsz’ day, a sizeable Indonesian representation. 
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Van Heutsz reburial ceremony, Nieuwe Oosterbegraafplaats , Amsterdam, 1927 

 
Despite the extravagance of Van Heutsz’ Amsterdam tomb, so much donor money 

was left over afterwards that at the time of the unveiling of the much larger monument in 
Batavia in 1932, plans were afoot for yet another Van Heutsz monument in Amsterdam as 
well, this time in the city’s southwest—near the great stadium that had recently hosted the 
1928 Olympics.  That Amsterdam’s second Van Heutsz monument was still not complete 
when the one in Batavia appeared in 1932 was more than accidental, however.  Discussion of 
the plans for the monument in the Amsterdam city council, whose membership now included 
socialists and even communists, had turned unruly, with the latter adamantly refusing to allow 
the construction of a monument to a man “with blood on his hands.”  In the end an 
uncomfortable, controversial compromise had been reached:   the conservatives would get 
“their” monument, and the left theirs.  The latter, a statue of the founder of the Netherlands’ 
first social democratic party Domela Nieuwenhuis (1846-1919), was unveiled to huge, 
enthusiastic crowds in the west of the city center in 1931, his provocatively raised arm ending 
in a clenched fist.  Like Van Heutsz, Nieuwenhuis’ glory days had actually been decades 
earlier, and his son would remark decades later that such a confrontational revolutionary 
gesture had never been a part of his father’s visual vocabulary.  But as with Van Heutsz, the 
interwar put its own stamp on his legacy. 

 



 
Unveiling of the Domela Nieuwenhuis Monument, Amsterdam, 1931.  The signs read “Silence”; the need for 
them reflects the mass excitement that greeted the monument’s appearance, and fears that it might overflow. 

 
Ultimately completed only in 1935, Amsterdam’s second monument to Van Heutsz 

was markedly different from the first:  A study in serenity.  This monument too was revealed 
with great fanfare and christened by queen Wilhemina herself.  But in stark contrast to the 
uncompromisingly martial aesthetics of the 1927 tomb and the Batavia monument, the chosen 
motif this time was abstract, peaceful and subdued.  Atop a large stone base positioned in the 
middle of a reflecting pool stood a toga-clad female figure bearing in her hands not a sword 
but a legal parchment roll:  a version of the Greek lady justice.  Behind her stood two small 
lions, and behind them two towering brick pillars connected high above by a semi-circular 
metal form with rays projecting outward and upward, strongly suggesting the sun.  The pillars 
as well as the lions were meant to symbolize metropole and colony, separated by the water 
below and united by the sun above.  Rather than that of a conqueror, the colonial relationship 
depicted here—as with the queen’s Golden Coach some 37 earlier—was that of a purveyor of 
civilization. 

 



 
Unveiling of Amsterdam’s second monument to Van Heutsz, 1935 

 

 
Close-up of the Van Heutsz monument in Amsterdam on the day of its unveiling, 1935 

 
 



When the Amsterdam monument was unveiled, observers noted with some surprise 
the relative lack of prominence of the figure of Van Heutsz, who was represented only by a 
round, flat metal plaque affixed to the pedestal below the female figure, his name in metal 
letters affixed to the stone underneath.  In subsequent years, a most ironic story emerged as an 
explanation:  Apparently unknown to the committee that chose it, Frits van Hall, the author of 
the winning entry in the competition for the monument’s design, was a committed communist.  
He was later rumored to have explained to a colleague that the superficial, two-dimensional 
quality of the Van Heutsz portrait and lettering on the outside of the monument was entirely 
intentional:  “Replace it with the words ‘freedom,’ ‘merdeka [the Indonesian word for 
independence]’, or ‘Indonesia,’ and you’ve got a Statue of Liberty”!  If true, van Hall’s was a 
monumentally subversive act.  But whatever the artists’ intentions and whatever the 
committee knew of these, like the other two van Heutsz monuments, this monument’s final 
form too was surely above all a reflection of its historical context:  The committee’s choice 
for this particular design reflected an interwar Dutch political environment in which the 
critical views of the now-established left—and the costs of ignoring them—had to be taken 
into account.  In its very serenity, the 1935 monument revealed the scars of the pitched late 
1920s political battles that lay behind its construction. 

In the Empire too, such voices of dissent were growing louder.  The Batavia 
monument too had not gone entirely unprotested.  Days before its unveiling ceremony, the 
Indonesian Student’s Association (P.P.P.I.) had convened in their Batavia headquarters—a 
boarding house rechristened the “Indonesia Building” since the Association’s founding in 
1928—to issue the following statement.   

The history of General Van Heutsz is a history of suffering for the Indonesian 
people, the people of a subject nation, and Van Heutsz’ name is synonymous 
with the loss of freedom in various territories, causing Indonesia to be the 
victim of imperialism . . . the construction of a monument to Van Heutsz in 
these times . . . means the deliberate deepening of a wound in the hearts of the 
Indonesian people.4 
It was no doubt to such unwelcome, “subversive” interwar developments in both 

metropole and colony that Governor-General J. C. Colijn alluded in his speech as he unveiled 
the Batavia monument in 1932—developments that only seemed to be gaining momentum 
since the recent onset of the Great Depression. 

How far away from us Van Heutsz now seems to stand.  One might wonder if 
people would put up with a figure like Van Heutsz nowadays.  He was a man 
of action.  Imagine a man of action in these times of so much talk!  A man like 
Van Heutsz in these times where everything is criticized!  In these times, when 
everyone wants to have a say in everything! 
Back in Amsterdam, the labor party newspaper Het Volk promptly substantiated 

Colijn’s complaints by dismissing his speech as “unimportant”:  Given both its reactionary 
contents and its poor transmission over a shaky shortwave connection, it had hardly been 
worthy of empire-wide broadcast.  For Colijn and others of his ilk, however, the colonies at 
least thankfully remained a place where no such critics, or their critiques, need be taken 
seriously.  The hardliner had indeed been appointed to the Indies’ top position to ensure the 
maintenance of such “order and tranquility.”  Elsewhere in Asia, where anti-nationalist 
movements were gathering momentum—in places like British India, the Philippines, China, 
and Burma—the Anglo-American powers were now beginning to opt for a more “constructive” 
response that combined the suppression of “radicals” with piecemeal, gradualist delaying 
tactics of compromises and negotiations with “moderate elements.”  By the late 1930s, 
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pledges of greater autonomy and “future” independence to Burma and the Philippines were 
eventually made by the U.S. and Great Britain within this context.  But for these Powers as 
for the others, these remained exceptions to the global pattern.  For the Dutch in the East 
Indies—as with the Japanese in Korea and China in the same period, for example—immense 
economic and psychological investments in their imperial “jewels in the crown” combined 
with heightened fears of international instability and economic peril to yield instead a more 
aggressive and uncompromising stance than ever.  Indonesian complaints like those regarding 
the Van Heutsz monument fell on deaf ears—or worse. 

At the time of the monument’s unveiling, Sukarno, since 1927 the charismatic young 
leader of ‘Indonesia’s’ fledgling nationalist movement, happened to be enjoying a brief 
respite from the state’s clutches.  Several months before, protests from Dutch progressives in 
both colony and metropole had pressured Colijn into releasing him from prison after serving 
one year of a four year term for “subversive activities.”  Both in and outside of prison, 
Sukarno’s local fame and appeal were growing.  All the moreso in the crisis of the Great 
Depression, in response to which the Dutch, like the other imperial powers, further stoked 
local resentment by pursuing policies that protected their own threatened economic interests 
at the expense of those of the colonized.  But a year later, after publishing the essays Attaining 
Indonesian Independence, Sukarno was again arrested.  This time Colijn did not waste time 
with a trial, instead invoking emergency powers to ship the troublemaker and his right-hand 
man Mohammad Hatta safely off to unlimited exile on the distant island of Flores.  The two 
would only meet release at Japanese hands some eight years later.  

For Indonesians, the unveiling of the Van Heutsz memorial was thus symbolic of the 
dark times confronting a nationalist movement facing suppression and isolation at Dutch 
hands.  Making them darker still was internal strife and division within the movement—itself 
a consequence of colonial suppression as well as the intensely polarized global political 
climate of the interwar years. Such polarization reflected the fact that in the colonies as in the 
metropoles, the interwar period was not only witnessing a growing crisis of empire; 
particularly in the wake of 1929, it was also experiencing a profound crisis in the established 
social order more generally, a crisis that expressed itself in all facets of life. 

In Europe traditional political and economic forms come crashing down, new 
ideas and ideals arise and collide against one another with a great noise and are 
in turn mercilessly ground to dust. There is an intense and bitter struggle over 
principles, a restless search for new life values; there is a hellish racket, 
mistrust, and envy between peoples, classes, and groups; a desperate and 
chaotic situation reigns in nearly all areas of life. With a stentorian voice, 
Russia preaches new thoughts and principles and incites all proletarians to a 
bloody revolution against the hated capitalism, with the aim of establishing a 
“dictatorship of the masses” upon the rubble of the old society. America lays 
the foundations for a new civilization with materialist-mystical tendencies and 
ethical and aesthetic norms that deviate from the old. It exports the products of 
the Hollywood Olympus in heaps, superficial “talkies” and sentimental “songs,” 
threatening the Asian and European arts with ruin. . . . In this chaotic, shaken-
up, forward-driving world, amid nations and classes laying siege to one 
another, in this time of declining and rising worldviews, of the triumph of 
science and technology, the Indonesian Volk must find its way toward 
political freedom and national happiness.5 
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Such were the concerns of Indonesian journalist, playwright, and scholar Sanoesi Pané, 
expressed in an essay published in 1931, a year before the Batavia monument’s unveiling.  
Pané was in many Colijn’s opposite, not only a “native” and a bold supporter of Indonesia’s 
independence movement, but also convinced of the accuracy of Marxist analyses and critiques 
of imperialism and capitalism, a conviction that indeed placed him at the “left” end of the 
mainstream Indonesian nationalist political spectrum.  Yet his characterization of the present 
also shared with that of Colijn a typically interwar sense of being “overwhelmed by 
modernity” (Harry Harootunian), and a concomitant yearning for imagined simpler days.    
Colijn’s lament at the Van Heutsz monument can in this sense be seen as expressing an 
interwar impulse that crossed not only national boundaries but also political ones.  While 
those of the social upper crust like Colijn often sought refuge in a reactionary defense of the 
status quo, particularly for those of more frustrated social ambitions, such sentiments were 
often accompanied by grand, even revolutionary imaginings of social “breakthrough” and 
social reordering. 

Such impulses lay at the basis of the heightened international appeals of both 
communism and fascism at the time.  But many, particularly among the middle classes, were 
also frightened at the extremes of the “solutions” both offered, and yearned for some sort of 
“third way”:  a revolutionary way out of the crisis of modernity, the crisis of capitalism, and 
the inequities of the old order, that would not require a frightening revolutionary social 
upheaval to get there.  While leaning to the left, Sanusi Pané was one of these, and amidst an 
unprecedented crisis in the legitimacy of Western modernity itself, he now began to question 
whether an answer could be found in any Western precedent. 

Will we, ignoring the lessons of European history and closing our eyes to the 
political, economic, and social failures of the West, steer our cultural course 
toward the Occidental model, thereby taking the risk, upon arrival, of finding 
that we have been left behind and in the meantime, Europe, having abandoned 
its previous position, has moved on?  Must we forever be satisfied with what 
has been left behind by others and found worthless, trudging behind in the 
wake of other nations? 
For Pané, the implied answer was a new and revolutionary one:  perhaps the “non-

Western” identity that had up to now only condemned him and so many others only to an 
“inferior,” alien, “backward” status in a Western-dominated global order, might actually be an 
advantage in finding a way to overcome it.  Might an ancient “Asian” identity—if it could be 
recovered anew, in pure form, isolated from the alien Western contaminants that had 
corrupted it—hold the key to a transcendence of the problems of the Western modernity?  
With the Western world and its very civilization in serious trouble, perhaps it was time to 
“turn back East.”  Like so many of his contemporaries, however, Pané was a modernist, and 
remained an absolute believer in the benefits and inevitability of Progress.  He therefore 
refused to envision this cultural “return to Asia” simply in terms of going backward, but 
rather as a necessary condition for moving forward:  into a successful, humane, socially 
harmonious and equitable modernity that seemed, in the West, further away than ever. The 
goal was not to leave the West and its modernity behind altogether, but rather to combine the 
best of East and West in a transcendently successful combination thereof.  In what he 
frequently described as a meeting of the West’s Faust and the East’s (Bhagavad Gita warrior) 
Ardjuna, the progressive, dynamic modern ideals of both socialism and liberalism were to be 
combined with, and tempered by, a resurrected, distinctively Asian national essence. 

At the time Sanoesi Pané penned his above lament, his notion of pursuing such an 
alternative Asian modernity was quite novel, although it would gain much more widespread 
traction in Indonesia and elsewhere during the Second World War.  In the war period such 
notions are most commonly associated with imperial Japan, but when Pané wrote these words 



in 1931, he had as yet little interest in or knowledge of Japan.  Japan, he had indeed written 
the year before,  

has secured a significant place among the great powers, but does not appear 
capable of bringing changes to the world political or economic structure; in 
fact, where the lighting of new paths and the opening of new perspectives is 
concerned, it has achieved little.  The task of leading a searching mankind, of 
laying new social foundations in the light of the eternal, falls to India.   

Later in the 1930s, while many of his nationalist colleagues were showing an increasing 
interest in Japan’s potential as an ally against the Dutch, Pané’s left-wing convictions would 
make him unusually skeptical of Japanese intentions towards Asia.  When longstanding local 
Indonesian-Chinese antagonisms caused many of these same colleagues to hesitate in judging 
Japan’s increasingly aggressive actions in China itself, Pané was unusually critical of Japan.   

If not from Japan, then, from where had Pané’s inspiration come?  Partly, it seems, 
from the transnational Orientalist doctrines of Theosophy.  First as a student and then as an 
instructor, Pané had attended a teacher-training school established in 1918 in Batavia by the 
Theosophist “Union of Assocation Between East and West.”  There, like his Dutch 
counterparts, he had developed a romance with the mystical Asian past and its therapeutic 
potential for a morally challenged present.   

 
The Objectives of the Theosophical Society, as expressed on its the present-day website  

Source:  https://www.theosophical.org/the-society/3-objects 
But in the tumultuous late 1920s, Pané, like many other fellow frustrated Indonesian 

progressives, had lost faith in the Dutch colonial rulers and had come to reject the possibility 
of a peaceful compromise with Dutch colonialism.  This sentiment, along with the deepening 



international crisis in the wake of 1929, inspired him to combine the Theosophist’s romance 
of ancient India with a Marxist-inspired assault on the Western-dominated imperialist-
capitalist status quo, resulting in a new and militant, interwar variant of “Asianism.”   

At the time, the idea of a Pan-Asian alliance against Western imperialism was in itself 
nothing particularly new, its desirability having been entertained in anti-colonial nationalist 
movements and interactions throughout the region for some time—Chinese nationalist leader 
Sun Yat-Sen is credited with coining the term “Pan-Asianism” in this context in a 1924 
speech.  But so long as Western global domination remained a fact, however unpopular, few 
of Pané’s anti-colonial nationalist compatriots in Indonesia or elsewhere were yet seriously 
pondering an Asianism centered on the possibility of an “Eastern” route to overcoming 
Western modernity. So long as they continued to perceive their fate as tied to that of the West 
and the Western empires, this was largely true for the Asia’s only non-Western empire as 
well:  the empire of Japan. 

For imperial Japan this situation was about to change, however.  Several months after 
Pané penned the above essay, in a radical response to perceived imperial crisis, Japan invaded 
and occupied Manchuria.  The next year, as the Dutch unveiled the Van Heutsz monument in 
Batavia, the Japanese were putting Pu Yi on the throne of the puppet state of “Manchukuo.”  
Prompted by visions of a “Manchurian lifeline” that would provide land, resources, and 
military security in a hostile and dangerous post-1929 world—a buffer against the rising 
threats of Chinese nationalism and Soviet communism, as well as insurance against Western 
protective trade barriers and anti-immigration policies—the Manchurian move was initiated 
by rebellious factions within Japan’s military, but quickly proved wildly popular among the 
general public.  In Japan as in places like Germany, where Hitler came to power in 1933, and 
in Italy, where Mussolini’s regime peaked in popularity with its brutal “victory” over Ethiopia 
in 1935, interwar yearnings for such a decisive “breakthrough” were feeding a dangerous 
support for a combination of authoritarian politics at home and aggressive imperial expansion 
abroad.   

In Japan as in Europe, such support was strongest among the rapidly expanding, 
ambitious middle classes, particularly hungry to cash in on modernity’s promise.  Members of 
this class felt a particular sense of frustration at the persistence of Japan’s “old order,” a 
domestic power structure perceived to be dominated at the top by a “semi-feudal” political 
and economic oligarchy from which they felt excluded.  They also felt threatened “from 
below” by the rise of an increasingly restless, politicized, and chaotic “mass society,” 
symbolized by activist workers and audacious modern women.  A renovated, unified, virile 
nation-state, cleansed of the “Western” scourges of individual and class interest, efficiently 
implementing and distributing the benefits of technological progress, regimented and 
mobilized for battle in the ruthless international struggles of the day, was the only way 
forward.   

As in Italy and Germany too, Japan’s interwar spokesmen for national renovation saw 
an expanded and rejuvenated empire as key to the success of their domestic program.  But 
unlike the Germans and Italians, Japan’s position as a non-Western empire in a Western-
dominated world made both its imperialism and its stance towards anti-colonial nationalism 
more complex.  As the crisis of Western modernity deepened and tensions with the Western 
powers mounted, Japan’s “outsider” status as a nonwestern society was increasingly seen as a 
strength rather than a weakness:  Japan’s solution to the interwar crisis would consist of a 
rejection of “Western” individualism and liberalism and a “return” to its original Asian values.  
By the same token, interwar Japanese were inclined to sympathize with the nationalism of 
fellow Asians so long as it did not impinge directly on Japan’s own imperial security.  As 
imperial Japan moved deeper into China, it increasingly proclaimed its struggle as a mission 
of Asian liberation from Western domination.  Japan’s spokesmen thus sought in effect to 



transcend the contradiction inherent in these two fundamentally conflicting agendas, seeking 
to co-opt Asian anti-colonial nationalism and its appeals within a Japanese imperial 
framework. 

Support for such domestic-cleansing and empire-strengthening movements was not 
limited to these self-proclaimed “have-not” nations that would later join together as the Axis 
powers, however.  As the Depression continued and the international climate further darkened, 
fascist movements gained traction across the length and breadth of Europe, and outside of it 
as well—among the “have-empire” nations as well as the “have-not” ones.  Mainstream 
observers in the Netherlands and elsewhere marveled at the “achievements” of Mussolini and 
Hitler, who appeared to have been uniquely successful in quieting unrest, unifying their 
populations and strengthening their economies while the rest of the world was losing its way.  
Less commonly noted is that fascist ideas and movements also enjoyed a particular popularity 
among colonial elites in Western Europe’s colonies in Asia and Africa as well, where such 
sentiments, fortified by particularly strong colonial identification with fascism’s racist, Social 
Darwinist worldviews, were also amplified by unease at the newfound aggressiveness of anti-
colonial movements, and the fascists’ particularly muscular promises to defend against them.   

In the Netherlands Indies such sentiments were further strengthened in light of  
increasing tensions with imperial Japan.  These were fostered above all by economic 
competition, as Japanese businesses and entrepreneurs aggressively sought, in Asian markets, 
a means of exporting Japan’s way out of the Depression.  In the early 1930s, cheap Japanese 
products flooded the Indies, and hundreds of small-scale Japanese entrepreneurs set up shops 
across the archipelago to sell them.  Friendly and selling their wares at competitively low 
prices, these shopkeepers had become popular among the local population, who often favored 
them over the ethnic Chinese who dominated the lower reaches of the retail economy, and 
were therefore traditionally seen as economic and social rivals of the “natives” (this rivalry 
was further encouraged by Dutch policies that gave ethnic Chinese a separate, higher legal 
status and awarded them monopoly control over tax collection and opium sales).  With their 
own colonial market share severely threatened, the Dutch responded with protectionism, and 
an increasingly militant Japan—which had now left the League of Nations—responded with 
increasingly militant rhetoric.   

Against this ominous backdrop, there was no place where the Netherlands’ own 
aspiring fascist leader Anton Mussert found a warmer reception than in the Netherlands Indies.  
When his plane touched down in Batavia in 1935, his National Socialist Union (NSB) party, 
founded four years earlier, was the fifth largest in the mother country, having won 8% of the 
votes in the most recent election.  But among the Dutch community of the Netherlands Indies, 
the NSB was the largest political party.  In both colony and metropole, the NSB enjoyed 
considerable support among the unemployed, small businessmen, and lower-ranking officials 
such as the police forces (who protected his marches from left-wing anti-fascist 
demonstrations, for example).  But “at home,” at least so long as his support at the polls 
remained manageably low, the ruling elite preferred to keep him at arm’s length.  In the Indies, 
however, Mussert was treated as a guest of state, twice received with great ceremony by 
Governor-General de Jonge himself.  The highlight of Mussert’s colonial visit, avidly filmed 
and screened in the local cinemas, was his ceremonial wreath-laying at the Van Heutsz 
monument. 

  



 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2xkSoL9XvuA 
In an accompanying speech, Mussert hammered upon his qualifications as defender of the 
Empire from unprecedented threats within and without. 

Countrymen, any year now could be the last of our existence as a self-
sufficient nation.  And I say to you, the Indies is practically undefended, and if 
we lose the Indies—I cannot say it enough—at that moment there will be no 
possibility for a self-sufficient existence for our people.  At that moment, we’ll 
have to become a part of Germany.  And no matter how much might respect 
our neighbors, that’s surely the last thing a real Dutchman would want!  

Until 1940, donations from the Dutch colonial community were to remain the single most 
important source of revenue for the NSB:  a little-known colonial lifeline for Holland’s 
metropolitan fascists.   

In both colony and metropole, however, 1935 proved to be the high point of Mussert’s 
popularity.  In the mother country, the elite establishment shunned the NSB as troublemaking 
upstarts, and strong conservative allegiance to the political parties associated with the 
Netherlands’ two main, largely separate religious communities (zuilen) of catholics and 
protestants further condemned supporters of the NSB to “outsider” status and even social 
ostracism.  Largely as a result its support at the polls in 1937 dropped to little more than half 
that of two years earlier; it was not to recover before the Nazi invasion in 1940.   While the 
NSB in the colony clearly enjoyed more open support from members of the social elite, here 
as in the Netherlands, a substantial proportion of the NSB’s support came from disaffected 
members of the middle classes.  In other ways, however, the social composition of the NSB’s 
supporters, the reasons for their support, and the eventual reasons for its decline were all 
distinctive—and distinctively colonial. For here the majority of NSB party members—some 
70%—were members of its large mestizo Indo-European (“Indo”) community, who comprised 
some four fifths of those with official status as Dutch. 

The “Indo” community had come about through centuries of Dutch rule in Batavia and 
surroundings, and comprised the core of the traditional colonial ruling elite.  In practice, 
closer ties with the Dutch motherland and the increasing influence of Social Darwinist, racist 
thinking in the late 19th century meant—as in other places around the globe—increasing 
discrimination against these “mixed bloods” at the hands of the “pure” (totok) Dutch.  But 
whatever racist attitudes were privately entertained, in the overriding interest of maintaining 
the “tranquility” of the colonial status quo, when the colonial state formalized a system of 
separate, discriminatory legal codes for themselves, “natives,” and “foreign Orientals” at the 
end of the 19th century, the awarding of official Dutch status to most “Indos” was a no-brainer.   
In a classic act of colonial “divide and conquer,” the “Indos” were thereby strategically 



aligned with the totok Dutch and positioned above and separately from the “natives,” 
heightening tensions between them and the latter.  As Indonesian nationalism gained strength, 
for the many “Indos” for whom the Netherlands Indies—rather than the Netherlands, let alone 
“Indonesia”— was the only imaginable homeland, the NSB’s stress on protecting Dutch 
civilization and the Dutch empire against all such “radical” threats inside and out appears to 
have held a distinctive appeal.  NSB Membership was also a way of emphasizing one’s Dutch 
cultural identity and loyalty in a colonial environment in which the questioning of both was 
frequently deployed as a basis for anti-“Indo” discrimination.6 

 

 
Making such “Indo” support for the NSB at all possible was the NSB’s emphasis on 

cultural purity and national loyalty rather than racial purity as the prime criteria for 
membership in the Dutch nation.  In this the Dutch fascists of the early-mid 1930s more 
closely resembled and emulated those of Italy than those of Germany.  This situation was to 
change, however, after Mussert’s first meeting with Hitler in 1936.  Deeply impressed with 
the Furhrer, Mussert increasingly came to identify himself and his party with the Nazis, and 
correspondingly placed increasing emphasis on Aryan racial purity and anti-semitism.  Such 
moves inevitably alienated many Indos from the NSB.  Although a small Indo-fascist splinter 
group sought inclusion as “fellow Aryans”—basing their credentials on a double-Aryan 
combination of Indian as well as Dutch  racial roots—the NSB overall witnessed a dramatic 
decline in its colonial membership in the last years before the war.   

After Nazi Germany invaded the Netherlands in May 1940 and the NSB there chose 
collaboration, the Dutch colonial authorities in the Netherland Indies cracked down on the 
local NSB as an enemy of the free Dutch state.  Yet where Indonesian nationalists were 
concerned, the continued hard-line stance of the Dutch colonial regime remained little 
distinguishable from that advocated by the NSB.  It was only in mid-1941, with the great 
showdown between the imperial powers long predicted both by fascists and the communists 

                                                 
6 See for example Lizzy van Leeuwen, "Wreker Van Zijn Indische Grootouders: De Politieke Roots van Geert 
Wilders," Groen Amsterdammer, September 2, 2009, and Ann Laura Stoler’s marvelous essay, “Sexual Affronts 
and Racial Frontiers:  European Identities and the Cultural Politics of Exclusion,” Comparative Studies in 
Society and History 34:3 (July 1992),  pp. 514-551 (later republished in Tensions of Empire, Cooper and Stoler, 
eds., 1997) 



threatening to spread to the Pacific, that the Dutch colonial state actively began to court the 
support of “moderate” Indonesian nationalist elements.  In the meantime the Netherlands had 
been occupied by Japan’s ally Nazi Germany, and Japanese relations with the Dutch and their 
American allies had fallen into a steep decline as a result of ongoing tension over Japan’s war 
in China and related Japanese moves into the now Vichy-fascist controlled French Indochina. 
In their hour of need, the Dutch now belatedly called upon their Indonesian “brethren” to help 
them defend “their” homeland against the invading Japanese “fascists.”  Dutch anti-Japanese 
propaganda at the time relied on profoundly racist, primitive rhetoric and imagery and 
characterized Japan’s past decade of unwelcome attempts to penetrate the Netherlands Indies 
economy as part of a more general, long-term, military-orchestrated insect attack:  Ten Years 
of Japanese Burrowing in the Netherlands East Indies. 

 

  
 

“Democracy was not built for defense against treachery, devilish wiliness, crime,” noted the 
same Dutch colonial government-issued leaflet in early 1942.  But luckily, it continued, “the 
Indonesians, thanks to their great powers of observation and discrimination, immediately 
recognized the duplicity of the intruder.  The spontaneous reaction of all races in the 
Netherlands India to the outbreak of war is excellent…” 

It was a jaw-dropping exercise in hypocrisy and wishful thinking, and for their part, 
the real live Indonesians in question could be forgiven for a rather more icy response to this 
belated Dutch cry for help.  Up until now Indonesians’ most intimate encounter with fascism 
had been with that of the Dutch rather than the Japanese variety; democracy had meanwhile 
remained an exclusively Dutch possession. The conservative Dutch interpretation of the 
Atlantic Charter issued by the Allies in August, 1941, which promised the postwar right of 
self-determination to all countries participating in the conflict, had only added fuel to the fire.  
When pressed by Indonesian Volksraad councilman Soetardjo as to whether the Netherlands 
intended to honor the Charter with relation to Indonesia, the Dutch authorities had waffled, 



asserting their commitment to “democratic principles” while at the same time maintaining that 
the promise of self-determination did not apply within empires!7  

In practice, most Indonesians could therefore be forgiven for harboring a rather more 
positive inclination towards the arriving Japanese than the Dutch expected.  All the more so 
given the jaw-dropping power with which the Japanese made their irresistible entry.  On 
March 9th, 1942, Japanese forces conquered Java after a whirlwind campaign lasting just nine 
days, wresting it along with the rest of the Indonesian archipelago from centuries of Dutch 
colonial domination.  The impregnable fortress of Britain’s Asian empire Singapore had fallen 
ignominiously just weeks before.  Japanese, Americans, Europeans, and Southeast Asians 
were stunned and radicalized by the suddenness of this development and the vastness of its 
implications.  Japan, perennially viewed not only by Westerners but by most Indonesians as 
little more than a distant, second-class Western copycat, now seemed to have beaten the West 
at its own game.  Indonesians lined the roads to welcome Asia’s new leaders who also 
proclaimed themselves Asia’s liberators, emphasizing the point by hoisted Indonesian flags 
alongside their own.  Not just for Japanese, but for Indonesians as well, both past and future 
were suddenly bathed in a new, “Asian” light. 

How far indeed Japan seemed to have come from where it had been just a few months 
before:  Bogged down for more than four years in a brutal, stalemated war of attrition in 
China with no end in sight, against an enemy Japan insisted was really its friend, but which 
had refused to heed its continued calls for “Asian brotherhood,” albeit at the point of a gun.  
Against the presumably much more powerful West, however, things had gone all Japan’s way.   
Indeed not only could Japan now claim to be the only Asian society modern enough to 
compete with the West, but the ease and scope of its three-month string of military victories 
even suggested that Japan might have a better recipe for national strength than its Western 
competitors. Brimming with newfound confidence, Japanese spokesmen in Java and 
elsewhere proclaimed that the secret of Japan’s modern success lay precisely in its remaining 
faithful to its indigenous, non-Western traditions amidst the modern Western capitalist-
imperialist onslaught.  Or more precisely, in Japan’s retention of its indigenous racial and 
cultural traditions even as it adopted and mastered Western material civilization and its 
benefits, finely balancing the two for optimum results.  The result was the pioneering of a 
genuinely alternative, “Asian” route to modern nationhood that could avoid the pitfalls of 
Western experience—individualism, social division and confrontation, exploitation, bloody 
revolution—while enjoying its undisputed benefits of scientific progress and material 
prosperity.  Japan’s aim in expanding into Asia was not selfish imperialism of the Western 
variety, but rather to create a “Greater Asia” by leading the same sort of rejuvenation among 
its downtrodden Asian brethren.   In order to finish the job against a common Western enemy 
that remained powerful and determined, however, Asian cooperation and sacrifice was 
essential. 

As a first step towards the building of this new Japanese-Asian order, the Japanese 
sought to undermine remaining symbols of Dutch imperial legitimacy not only through the 
confinement of the “pure” Dutch community to prison camps—first men, later women and 
children—but also to the destruction of monuments and other reference points to Dutch 
colonial power.  On the eve of mass celebrations of the emperor’s birthday some two months 
after the Japanese arrival on April 29th, 1942, a statue commemorating Jan Pieterszoon Coen, 
17th century founder of Batavia, was toppled, along with the “Amsterdam Gate on Prinsen 
Street.”  Yet remarkably enough, the Japanese chose to leave the Van Heutsz monument 
standing, electing only to erase the text engraved upon it, because “it is considered unique and 
of artistic merit.”8  The figure of Van Heutsz was also covered up. 
                                                 
7 Dahm, History of Indonesia, p. 80. 
8 Unabara newspaper, 28 April 1942, p. 2 



 

 
The Van Heutsz memorial in 1947, showing the Japanese erasure of the lettering and the covering of the Van 

Heutsz figure. 
 



 
Japanese propaganda cartoon for local Japanese consumption in occupied Indonesia depicts Japan as delivers 

of “insecticide” against Western imperialist mosqitos, as grateful Indonesians look on 
 

 

 
The same artist, Ono Saseo, depicts alleged cultural similarities between Indonesians (in this case apparently 

Balinese) and Japanese as evidence of a shared Asian past      
 



Dazzled by Japan's military successes and intrigued by the lessons of its experience as 
a uniquely successful modern non-Western nation-state, many Indonesians were more 
receptive to Japan's appeals than was later acknowledged. This was above all the case among 
the Indonesian social group that would rise to postwar national dominance: the ambitious, 
frustrated, and relatively privileged nationalist middle class, or sub-elite.  Whatever the 
inherent dangers and unknowns, many such Indonesian nationalists were drawn to 
cooperation with the Japanese, whose arrival appeared to represent an opportunity for both 
personal and national enrichment and empowerment, turning the tables against all the 
illegitimate forces hitherto arrayed against what they saw as their natural claim to national 
leadership. These perceived "shared enemies" included the Dutch and the "native" nobility 
and overseas Chinese who collaborated with them, along with the colonial policy and 
ideology of division and inferiority through which "the West" continued to weaken and 
ensnare Indonesians as prisoners of the mind, all the while isolating the nationalists physically 
and mentally from their natural allies—the Indonesian masses. Sukarno, whom the Japanese 
freed from years of Dutch-imposed exile, was only the most prominent of the many 
Indonesian nationalists from across the political spectrum who acted upon such an 
opportunity.53  

While the wartime statements of such spokesmen for Japanese-Indonesian cooperation 
appeared under Japanese auspices and must certainly be taken with a grain of salt, their 
enthusiasm often reflected an interest in the Japanese that was not only practical or 
opportunistic but also ideological. In newspapers, journals, films, and public rallies, they 
repeatedly highlighted the appeal of a model of "Asian" nation-building that would 
successfully combine the best of "East" and "West," harnessing the social and technological 
benefits of Western modernity, meritocracy, and progress while preserving "old-fashioned," 
"Asian"-style social harmony, discipline, and self-sacrifice. Indeed, the degree to which the 
Indonesian nationalist class in particular embraced such notions of an alternative Asian 
modernity—and sometimes still does—reflected their perceived addressing of a social and 
cultural problematic that was not limited to wartime Japan alone but was in fact transnational 
and trans-war in scope: how to build a successful, unified modern nation upon the rubble of 
the colonial past that was more than simply a second-class copy of a "Western" original—an 
original now, moreover, itself in a deep crisis of legitimacy—while avoiding the cataclysm of 
a "Western-style" social revolution?54 

For Sanusi Pané as for many others, the dramatic Japanese arrival in the Indies in 
March 1942—billed and perceived as the harbinger of a world-historical change in the 
balance of power between East and West—thus set in train a profound psychological 
adjustment.  Publicly at least, reservations that Pané had nurtured regarding Japan when it was 
still at a distance—and while global Western hegemony was still a given—were quickly 
abandoned in favor of an all-out embrace.  In fact, as much as any public figure in Indies 
society, it was Pané, as cultural commentator of the new Japanese-sponsored Asia Raya 
newspaper, who took an early lead in connecting Japan and Indonesia in past, present, and 
future, and in promoting Indonesia’s cultural Asianization under Japanese stewardship.   

In his contribution to Asia Raya’s first issue on the emperor’s birthday of April 29th 
1942, entitled “The Culture of Greater Asia,” Pané proposed a virtual grocery list of cultural 
traditions supposedly shared by Japanese and Indonesians alike.  Both honored their ancestors.  
Both built monuments to dead kings—a phenomenon also found in the West, he admitted, but 
“without the sense of religion as in the East.”  Both shared a Buddhist tradition.  Japan’s 
warrior code of bushidô could be compared to the Bhagavad-Gita and the stories of Sri 
Krishna.  While Westerners considered themselves apart from nature, employing science as a 
weapon to “make Nature their servant” and to “add to their pleasure and their wealth,” he 
wrote, Japanese, Indonesians, and other Easterners aspired to “become one with Nature.”  



Westerners, he argued, were the prisoners of a materialism and greed that had possessed their 
spirit, their society, and their economy.  Now the West was falling into a chasm of confusion 
(kekaloetan) and death (kebinasaan); worse, it sought to take the rest of the world down with 
it.  Crisis followed upon crisis, malaise upon malaise, but the West had been unable to solve 
these problems because it had neglected to “change the basis of its culture.” 

Here as elsewhere in Pané’s wartime writings, correspondences to his prewar positions 
were striking, but with two critical distinctions:  Firstly, Japan, rather than India, was now 
being foregrounded as Asian representative, and, more importantly, as Asian success story.  
Secondly, in the context of Japanese hegemony, the theme of culture as the answer to the 
challenge of Western modernity, within the aim of modern nation-building, had been brought 
into sharp relief, presented with a new conviction and intensity.  Pané was no chameleon in 
the manner of the classical paradigm of wartime or colonial “collaboration,” simply changing 
his shallow surface colors to ensure survival in a changed environment.  The stir to Pané’s 
thinking imparted by Japan’s presence, and the manner of its arrival, was profound.  At the 
same time, if we regard these wartime writings within the context of Pané’s longer, trans-war 
intellectual trajectory, the shift that they represent would appear to have more the quality of 
an inflection and a modulation than any fundamental, paradigmatic change.  These arguments 
were striking not so much for their introduction of themes new to Pané, as in the confidence 
and aggressiveness with which they were deployed.   

When Sukarno returned to Java from a previous Dutch exile some six months into the 
occupation, his voice also joined the general chorus of support for Indonesian nation-building 
under Japanese auspices, enhanced by a distinctive rhetorical flair.  In his first substantial 
public writings since his long-awaited return, written for a special glossy magazine published 
by Asia Raya to commemorate six months of “Japanese Protection of Indonesia,” Sukarno 
pulled few punches in a stinging cultural indictment of an Indonesian people whose spirits—
under colonialism—had become infected with the self-centered pettiness and passivity 
typifying a slave mentality, a mentality antithetical to the building of a powerful nation. The 
Japanese and their accomplishments meanwhile appeared as a vivid counter-referent. Making 
a parable of a scene he had witnessed in the office of a Japanese administrator in Sumatra 
shortly after the Dutch surrender, Sukarno referred to an expectant young Indonesian, one of 
many who appeared in the administrator’s office 

…to ask for something!  To ask that he be released from paying taxes, because 
he was out of work.  Lieutenant Sakaguchi smiled.  He regarded this young 
man, who was ‘jobless’ and yet still a dandy.  And then he said something to 
this youngster that made me too feel ashamed.  This is what he said: “You still 
have a nice shirt, you still have nice pants, you still have a nice tie, you still 
have nice shoes. Is it not possible for you to join in making some small 
sacrifice for your homeland?  Look at me!  My shirt is in tatters and it’s the 
only one I have. These are also the only trousers I have, and my shoes are no 
longer in any shape. I have undergone months of shortages, I have sacrificed 
for months—sacrificed for your homeland.  Can you not sacrifice for your 
homeland?”9 

“Although these words of Lieutenant Sakaguchi were spoken in a friendly way,” wrote 
Sukarno, “they struck like dagger into my heart…into my soul.  The youngster’s face turned 
red from shame, but my face turned a bright red.” The implications of Sukarno’s juxtaposition 
of Sakaguchi with his pampered, Westernized Indonesian visitor could not have been less 
subtle. 
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Melindoengi Indonesia, Djakarta:  Asia Raya, 1942  



 Yet while such statements reflected a genuine faith in the potential and desirability of 
Indonesian national reconstruction under Japanese auspices, in practice the Japanese were 
proving to deliver much less than they had promised.   Early hopes that Japan might soon 
grant Indonesia independence were quickly dashed when both the Indonesian flag and 
national anthem were banned “until further notice,” in the name of “maintaining public order,”  
It was only in September 1944, when the tide of the war had turned decisively against Japan, 
that Tokyo finally issued a promise of Indonesian national independence, and only then at 
some undetermined point in the future—a point that still had yet to be reached when Japan 
surrendered to the Allies in August 1945.  Increased access to cheap Japanese products and 
the redistribution of “shared enemy” ethnic Chinese power and wealth hoped for by many 
Indonesians also failed to transpire; in its place came shortages, a control economy, black 
markets, corruption, and severe inflation.   

In Japanese military thinking, Java’s role soon changed from that of a battlefront—
militarily and ideologically—to a ‘peaceful’ rear supply area subject to maximum wartime 
resource exploitation. The military leadership changed hands, the number of troops was 
greatly reduced, and the mainly civilian new arrivals lacked the brotherly ardor of the early 
missionaries symbolized by Sukarno’s Lieutenant Sakaguchi, most seeing Java simply as the 
richest and most luxurious of Japan’s new colonial windfalls.  Like the Dutch before them, the 
Japanese proved little interested in affording Indonesians greater political autonomy, and 
Sukarno and other nationalist leaders would soon grow tired of the fetters imposed upon their 
expression and activities in the name of wartime unity. The mass of Indonesia’s population, 
out of direct reach of such media campaigns, meanwhile experienced the Japanese and their 
regime solely in the impersonal form of increasingly crushing administrative exactions, meted 
out by Indonesian officials with little time for or interest in intellectual argumentation. Japan’s 
ever-escalating demands for labor and resources were combined with a military-colonial 
arrogance, ignorance and oppression that made the former Dutch rulers appear tolerant and 
brotherly by comparison.  

Revealingly, the attachment of Indonesia’s intellectual elites to Japanese Asianist 
promises and their faith in a Japanese victory nevertheless proved more sturdy than was often 
later remembered.   But by the end of the occupation in 1945, with the colony ravaged and 
basic necessities in impossibly short supply, most had lost faith.  Yet the intellectual nature 
and significance of the wartime interaction for Indonesia’s elites had been deeper and more 
complex than generally remembered or acknowledged.  So too were the subsequent 
intellectual legacies of this interaction for postwar nation-building.  From Sukarno to Suharto 
and beyond, it can be argued that these legacies were particularly visible in continued elite 
appeals for harmonious modern development empowered by a return to imagined indigenous, 
non-Western national racial and cultural traditions—long after the appeal of Japan as model 
had faded from the equation. 
 Remarkably few Japanese were to lose faith in Japan’s wartime mission before war’s 
end—a fact reflective of the tenacity of empire in Japanese thinking that matched that of the 
Dutch—but as time wore on many among its missionary “true believers” did express 
increasing frustration with a perceived failure of their fellow Japanese to live up to this 
mission.  Takeda Rintarō, like Sanusi Pané a writer with a background of engagement with 
the political left in the years before the war, was one of roughly one hundred Japanese 
civilians who had been drafted to accompany Japan’s military forces in Java as a propagandist.  
Like Pané, his leftist commitments had made him skeptical towards Japan’s actions in the 
Sino-Japanese war in the late 1930s.  But the strength of Japan’s victories and the warm 
Indonesian welcome in 1942—so unlike anything Japan had seen in Northeast Asia—had also 
seduced him, like so many others, to the potentials of a Japanese-Asian unity as a means of 
overcoming the problems of “Western” modernity. 



 Yet in Jawa sarasa (Java Print), a book of Java remembrances he wrote upon his 
return to Japan in late 1944, Takeda was merciless expressing his disappointment in his fellow 
Japanese, so many of whom resembled the old Western colonizers in their ridiculing “not only 
Indonesians, but all the people in their Asian colonies and semi-colonies as incorrigible 
sluggards, make fun of them as imbeciles who could be kicked or trampled with impunity, 
and treat them as ignorant primitives." Takeda said he was "dumbfounded" at fellow Japanese 
repeatedly asking him how Indonesians, "lazy and apathetic" from all "the abundance of the 
tropics," could "possibly have such things as literature or culture." Such Japanese, he noted, 
often used "the word 'native' [dojin]," which "reeks of the old colonial mentality. They still 
think of Indonesians as coal-black, barbaric primitives."37 A substantial portion of Java Print 
was devoted to combating such stereotypes.   

Yet rather than allowing this critique to lead logically to a universal critique of 
imperialism as such, Takeda—like so many of his fellow Japanese—remained to the end 
fatally attached to the idea of Japan as an “Asian” exception to the Western imperialist-
capitalist rule.  In an open letter addressed to a former Indonesian writer colleague that 
appeared towards the end of Java Print--Sanusi Pane’s brother Armijn Pane--he congratulated 
him on the Japanese promise of independence that had recently been issued.  He nevertheless 
added, “I never liked the old-fashioned smell that adhered in the word ‘independence.’ So far 
as it has to do with autonomy, it's fine, but as a concept of resistance that takes as its 
precondition a policy of colonial exploitation and enslavement, it is a word out of place within 
the Greater East Asian Co-Prosperity Sphere.” 
 In the end—as with the erasing of Van Heutsz’s name and tribute from the Batavia 
(now Jakarta) memorial, and the covering of his figure—the Japanese occupiers had 
succeeded in effacing Dutch authority and the symbols upon which its power and legitimacy 
was based, but failed to replace it with anything new.  The monument’s offer-bearing 
Indonesians remained, its soldiers still driving them forward to ruin.  As the returning Dutch 
now began a new, ultimately futile and devastating war to turn back the colonial clock, the 
monument remained standing as silent witness.  



 
Dutch propaganda poster, 1944.   The text reads:  “Holland and the Indies belong together.  A bond of centuries 

will not be broken by the Jap.” 
http://www.geheugenvannederland.nl/?/nl/items/NAGO02xxCOLONxxIISG-30051000637691 

 
In 1953—four years after that war’s end, the Jakarta monument was completely 

destroyed by the newly independent Indonesian government.  It was later observed, however, 
that it was “virtually the only Dutch structure to meet such a fate.”10   Like the Japanese 
before them, Indonesia’s new ruling elite preferred where possible to move into what had 
been built before.11  Under Sukarno through 1965, great change in the future remained at least 
a promise; under Suharto in subsequent years, the emphasis was firmly back to good old 
“peace and order”….. and business as usual.  

The Amsterdam monuments still stand.  

                                                 
10 Paul van ‘t Veer, “Rondgesold,” Het vrije volk:  democratisch-socialistisch dagblad, 11 Sept. 1965. 
11 http://javapost.nl/2015/02/18/oorlog-van-indie-tot-indonesie/ 



 
 

 
EPILOGUE 

 
• In late 1943, Edward Voûte, pro-Nazi mayor of Amsterdam, received a letter of complaint 

from Johannes Benedictus van Heutsz Junior, son of the General.  A year earlier, Van Heutsz 
Junior, a medical doctor, had returned from an observation tour of the newly Nazi-occupied 
Soviet Union, a trip that he described approvingly in Viking in Russia (Wiking door Rusland, 
1942—see illustration below).  Van Heutsz, now at the age of 60, had recently joined the 
Waffen S.S.  His complaint was that the statue dedicated to his father’s memory in 
Amsterdam was insufficiently strong and masculine, and should be replaced with something 
more appropriate.  No action was taken.  In May 1944, Van Heutsz received an Iron Cross, 
apparently for bravery shown when his “Viking Panzer Division” escaped Soviet 
encirclement at Tsjerkasy in the Ukraine. He died in battle near Munich in April 1945, and is 
buried there.  
  

 
(http://www.geheugenvannederland.nl/?/nl/items/EVDO02:NIOD05_2114) 



 
• After the Nazis occupied Holland, Frits van Hall, designer of the 1935 Van Heutsz 

monument, joined fellow dissident artists in refusing to sign the Nazi German-
imposed declaration of Aryan racial purity.  He later took active part in the antifascist 
resistance.  He was arrested in 1943, later sent to Dachau, and subsequently to 
Auschwitz.  He was shot by German guards during the death march that followed the 
latter camp’s abandonment in January 1945. 
 

• Takeda Rintarō (1904-1946) survived the war, but was dead just 8 months later, a 
victim of cirrhosis of the liver at the age of 42.  Though we may never know for sure, 
his untimely death might partly be attributed to the unbearable postwar eclipse of his 
elusive vision of Japanese-Asian unity.  Postwar collections and commentaries 
focused on his 1930s writings and anti-fascist stance, but omitted his Indonesia-period 
writings with their staunch support for empire.  For more on Takeda Rintarō see Ethan 
Mark, “The Perils of Co-Prosperity:  Takeda Rintarō, Occupied Southeast Asia, and 
the Seductions of Postcolonial Empire,” American Historical Review  (2014). 

 
• Sanoesi Pané (1905-1968) spent the last years of the Japanese occupation writing the 

four-volume Sejarah Indonesia (History of Indonesia), which became a standard 
nationalist work on the subject.  In it, Pané emphasized Indonesia’s ancient Indian 
cultural roots.  The Japanese do not figure directly in it.  For more on Sanoesi Pané 
and interwar Asianism see Ethan Mark, “‘Asia’s’ Transwar Lineage:  Nationalism, 
Marxism, and ‘Greater Asia’ in an Indonesian Inflection,” Journal of Asian Studies 
(2006). 
 

• From the mid-1960s onwards, the Van Heutsz monument was the repeated target of 
Dutch political activists, who saw it as a symbol of the evils of Dutch imperialism.  It 
was attacked with paint in 1965 (see below), and letters began to disappear.  It was 
later bombed in 1967 and 1984, though with little effect.  The plaque with Van Heutsz’ 
image was stolen in 1984, by which time the letters were also gone.  Neither has ever 
been recovered. 

 



 
 

• In a Dutch public television documentary about Van Heutsz and the monument 
broadcast in 2000, Dutch military historian D. Staat described asking Indonesian 
Army Chief of Staff, Lt. Gen. Sujono his views on the colonial past during a recent 
research a visit to Indonesia.  His army fresh from ruthless anti-guerilla campaigns in 
East Timor and Aceh, Sujono replied enthusiastically, “Van Heutsz is one of my great 
heroes. Just like me, he tried to hold the country together, and to maintain order.”  
Indonesian human rights lawyer R. Muharam meanwhile described Van Heutsz as 
“the spiritual forefather of Suharto and the other Indonesian generals.”  
(http://www.npogeschiedenis.nl/andere-tijden/afleveringen/1999-2000/Van-
Heutsz.html) 
 

• In 2004, after several years of deliberations involving consultation with historians and 
interested parties—including representatives of the Netherlands’ large “Indo” 
community—the city of Amsterdam rechristened the Van Heutsz Monument the 
“Indies-Netherlands Monument, 1596-1949.”   The first date referred to the Dutch 
founding of Batavia by Jan Pieterszoon Coen—whose own monument there had been 
knocked down by the Japanese, to Indonesian applause, in 1942.  The second year 
marked that in which when the Dutch were finally compelled to surrender their colony 
to a newly independent “Indonesia.”  A committee member claimed that they had 
thereby “finally honored Van Hall’s wishes,” but nowhere on the monument did the 
words “Indonesia” or “merdeka” appear.  The Netherlands had failed its “Indo” 



community in its promise to hang on to “their” homeland of “the Indies”; at least they 
would still have “their” monument. 
 

• In 1950—one year after being compelled to surrender Indonesia--the Dutch Marines 
established a regiment named after Van Heutsz; the regiment still exists, and its 
members and former members still carry this title with pride.  Their ceremonial 
uniforms still resemble those of the Dutch colonial militia (KNIL).  Former members 
recently took part in counter-demonstrations against critics protesting a Dutch film 
that glorifies the Dutch East India Company—and thereby the colonial past. 

 

 
http://blogimages.bloggen.be/425_cie_van_heutsz/104561-2a56a7d18c455b21bbbd2e1904c762ca.jpg 

 


